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When trouble shooting the DEKOR lighting system it is recommended to have the following tools;

Receptacle tester or house hold lamp can be used in place of a receptacle tester.

It is assumed you have a working knowledge of a receptacle tester, if not consult the operations manual.

Multi meter or volt meter (meter must be able to read Direct Current Voltage 0-50VDC range minimum   

It is assumed you have a basic working knowledge of a multi meter, if not consult the operations manual.

If a meter is unavailable a combination of a DEKOR transformer and an individual light may be used.

                                 For use with DEKOR's current Plug n Play system. 

DEKOR Trouble Shooting Guide

Lights are Blinking

No Lights Turn ON

Individual Light 

Fixtures do not Work



No Lights Turn On

START HERE

No lights turn 
on

Is a DEKOR
transformer 
being used?

Check to make sure the outlet the transformer is 
plugged into is working properly by testing it with 
a receptacle tester or another household lamp. If 
the  outlet is a GFI type make sure the outlet is 
reset.  If the outlet does not work contact an 
electrician for repair.

YES

NO

Contact DEKOR to purchase 
a transformer. DEKOR 

lights do not have a 
warranty or certification 

with out one.

FINISH

Go to Page 4 Transformers

Are lights other than DEKOR 
connected to the transformer?

Remove any lights 
other than DEKOR 
from the 
transformer

NO

YES

Do the lights 
turn on?

YES FINISH
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Lights Are Blinking

START HERE

Is a DEKOR transformer 
being used?

NO

Contact DEKOR to purchase a 
transformer. DEKOR lights do not 
have a warranty or certification 

FINISH

Check to make sure the outlet the transformer is 
plugged into is working properly by testing it with 
a receptacle tester or another household lamp. If 
the  outlet is a GFI type make sure the outlet is 
reset.  If the outlet does not work contact an 
electrician for repair.

Blinking lights are an 
indication of a short 

in the system to 
which the 

transformer will 
make a clicking 

sound.

YES

Are lights other than DEKOR 
connected to the transformer?

YES

Remove any lights 
other than DEKOR 
from the 
transformer.

NO

Do the lights 
blink?

Go to Page 4 Transformers

YES

FINISHNO
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Individual light Fixtures do not Work

START HERE

Individual light fixtures are not 
working.

Disconnect that light from the run. Check 
that the pins in the female connector 
end of the light are not bent. Plug it 

directly into the transformer cable male 
plug end making sure the flat side of 

both connectors match.

Does the light turn on?NO YES

Call DEKOR for 
a warranty 

replacement 
on the light.

Disconnect the wire that connects between 
the light and the splitter. Check that the pins 

in the splitter are not bent. If the pins are 
bent, carefully bend them back with a small 

flathead screwdriver. Carefully reconnect the 
wire making sure the flat side of the male plug 

matches the flat side of the splitter. Then 
carefully reconnect the light to the wire 

making sure the flat side of the male plug 
matches the flat side of the female plug .

Does the light turn on?NO

Call DEKOR for a warranty 
replacement.

YES

FINISH
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Transformers

START HERE

Are lights other than DEKOR 
connected to the transformer?

YESNO

Remove any lights other than 
DEKOR from the transformer. 
DEKOR transformers are not 
tested with any other brand/ 
light type, and is not 
guaranteed to work with such 
lights.

Do you have a multimeter or 
voltmeter?

NOYES

Go to page 6Go to page 5
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Transformer Continued (Multi Meter Troubleshooting)

START HERE

If you have a multi meter or volt meter, disconnect the light 
run and any dimmers, timer, and Y splitters or 5 port splitters 

from the transformer. Power up the transformer, set the 
multi meter or volt meter to read VDC , and probe the 

transformer directly. 

Is the voltage  a constant 
readout between 11.5 to 

12.5VDC?
NOYES

Contact DEKOR for a warranty 
replacement transformer.

Does the system have a timer? YES

NO

Does the system have a 
dimmer? YES

Go to page 7

Go to page 10

NO Go to page 14
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Transformer Continued (Light Troubleshooting)

START HERE

NO

YES

Contact DEKOR for a warranty 
replacement transformer.

Does the system have a timer? YES

NO

Does the system have a 
dimmer? YES

Go to page 7

Go to page 10

NO Go to page 14

If you do not have a multi meter or volt meter, disconnect the
light run and any dimmers, timer, and Y splitters or 5 port 
splitters from the transformer. Directly connect one light to 
the transformer using the transformer connection cable and 
power it up.

Does the light turn on? 

Does the light blink? YES

NO
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Timer     

START HERE

Is the timer DEKOR ?YES NO

Refer to the timer 
owners manual for 
troubleshooting, to 
make sure that it is 
operating properly.

Does the system 
have a dimmer?NO YES

Go to page 10Go to page 14

Do you have a receptacle 
tester?

YES NO

Go to page 8 Go to page 9
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Timer (Receptacle Tester Troubleshooting)

START HERE

Plug the Receptacle tester into the 
outlet being used by the timer . 
Make sure the tester lights up 
correct as described in the tester 
user manual. If not contact an 
electrician for repair.

Plug the timer back into the outlet 
and plug the receptacle tester into 
the  timer outlet. Turn the timer dial 
to the ON position.

Does  the tester light up Correct as described 
in the tester user manual?

Turn the dial to Dusk to Dawn position. 
Completely cover the photocell window with a 
finger or with a piece of electrical tape. Allow 

at least ten seconds for the timer to react.

YESNO

Contact 
DEKOR for a 

warranty 
replacement 

timer.

Does  the tester light up Correct as described in 
the tester user manual?

NO

Does the system have a 
dimmer?

NO YES

Go to page 10Go to page 14
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Timer (Light Troubleshooting)

START HERE

Plug a household lamp into the trimer outlet. If one is unavailable plug 
the transformer/light run into the timer (note verify the transformer is 
working using the transformer troubleshooting guide on page 7 first). 

Next plug the timer in and turn the dial to the on position.

Does the light turn on?NO

Contact DEKOR for a warranty 
replacement timer.

YES

Turn the dial to Dusk to Dawn
position. Completely cover the 
photocell window with a finger 

or with a piece of electrical tape. 
Allow at least ten seconds for 

the timer to react.

Does the light turn on? YESNO

Does the system have a 
dimmer?

YESNO

Go to page 14 Go to page 10
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Dimmer

START HERE

What type of dimmer do you have?

EZDIMMERWP EZ WI-FI Dimmer Other Brand

Do you have a 
multi meter or 

voltmeter?

DEKOR lighting
system(s) are not 
tested with any 
other dimmer 
brands. Contact 
DEKOR to purchase 
a DEKOR dimmer. 

Refer to the WIFI
dimmer instructions for 
trouble shooting.

YES NO

Go to page 11 Go to page 12
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Dimmer (Multi Meter Troubleshooting)

START HERE

Set the mulitmeter or volt
meter to read VDC. Plug the probes into the dimmer output. Plug the dimmer 
into the transformer and power the transformer up. Press the power button 

on the dimmer. If the meter does not read greater than 0VDC press the 
power button again. 

Does the meter read greater than 
0VDC after pressing the power

button one ore more times?
YES NO

Contact DEKOR for 
a warranty 

replacement 
NO

Press the "M" button on the 
dimmer slowly several times. 

Does the voltage increase each 
time then loop back around?

YES

Press and hold the "↑" button on the dimmer . Does the voltage 
increase?

Press and hold the "↓" button on the 
dimmer. Does the voltage decrease?

YES

YES
Continue on 
page 13
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Dimmer (Light Test Troubleshooting)

START HERE

Take one light from the light run and plug it into the transformer connection 
cable. then plug the transformer connection cable into the output of the 

dimmer. Press the dimmer power button a couple of times.

Does the light turn on?YES NO

Contact DEKOR for 
a warranty 

replacement 
dimmer.

Press the "M" button on the 
dimmer slowly several times. 

Does the light get brighter 
then loop back to being dim?

YES

Press and hold the "↑" button on the dimmer . Does the light get 
brighter?

Press and hold the "↓" button on the 
dimmer. Does the light go dim?

YES

YES
Continue on 
page 13

NO
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Dimmer Remote (Troubleshooting )

Continued from PAGE 11 or 12

Repeat the steps on page 11 or 
12 using the remote supplied 

with the dimmer. 

Next trouble shoot the remote supplied with the dimmer. First make 
sure the dimmer remote has power by pressing any of the buttons. 
A little red indicator at the top will light up.

Does the red indicator light up?YES NO

Contact DEKOR 
for a warranty 
replacement 

remote.

Do all of the remote functions 
work based on the steps from 

page 11 or page 13?
NO

Replace the 
battery with a 

27A 12V.

Does the red 
indicator light 

YES

NO

YES

Do all of the remote functions 
work at a distance of 20' or 
greater from the dimmer

NO

Extend the 
antenna on top 
of the remote

Do all of the remote functions work at a 
distance of 20' or greater from the dimmer

NO

YESFINISH
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Plug N Play Wiring and Connectors

Before proceeding to trouble shoot the plug n play wiring system and 
supporting connectors, make sure you have gone through the transformer 
troubleshooting and verified that the transformer is functioning properly 

starting on page 4. For indavidual lights not working go to page 3.

START HERE

Is the wiring system DEKOR's 
current Plug n Play?

Contact DEKOR for hardwire 
support

NO

YES

Is the plug n play wiring a 
PAVERDOT system?

NO

YES

Go to page 15

Go to page 19
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Plug n Play Wiring and Connectors Troubleshooting

START HERE

The below steps are for a typical plug n play
system. These steps will help with the following issues; Lights do not come on 

at all, lights are blinking, and some lights are dim. If individual lights are not 
working go to page 3. If you are unsure of what system type you have contact 

DEKOR.

Has the DEKOR transformer 
been verified working?

NO

YES

Go to page 4

Has the transformer capacity 
been calculated to work with 

the total amount of lights 
connected to it?

NO

Visit the following link 
http://www.dekorlightin

g.com/assets/led-
transformer-

calculator.html or 
contact DEKOR.

YES

Are any other light brands 
connected to the DEKOR 

transformer?
YES

Disconnect those lights 
and consider purchasing 
a transformer from the 

respective brand as 
DEKOR transformer are 

not tested or 
guaranteed to work with 

other lighting brands.
NO

Go to page 16
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Plug n Play Wiring and Connectors Troubleshooting Continued

START HERE

Begin by plugging the light run directly into the transformer (do not connect 
any dimmers at this time). If you have multiple light runs splitting off from 
the transformer connect only one run at a time. For a multiple light system 
repeat the steps below until the issue is found. With the light run plugged in 
to the transformer, plug the transformer directly into the wall outlet. Make 
sure the wall outlet has been verified working with a receptacle tester or 
household lamp. Whether the lights are blinking or do not turn on at all the 
steps below will help locate the issue.  Note splitter refers to the T splitter or 
6 port splitter.

Disconnect the first light in the run and plug it directly into the transformer 
connection cable. 

Does the light turn on?YES NO

Contact DEKOR for a 
replacement 

connection cable.

Reconnect the transformer 
connection cable to the splitter and 

the light back to the cable it was 
originally connected to. Caution make 

sure the pins are not bent in the 
female end of the light or the splitter 

and that male plug end of the 
connecting wire matches up with the 
female plug of the splitter and light.

Does the light blink? YES

NO

Go to page 17
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Plug n Play Wiring and Connectors Troubleshooting Continued

Continued from page 16

Are the lights still blinking or not working? NOYES

FINISH
Got to the end of the 

light run and disconnect 
the light from the 
connecting cable.

Are the lights still blinking or not working?YES NO

Contact DEKOR for a replacement lightDisconnect the cable 
connecting the light to the 

splitter.

Are the lights still blinking or not working?YES NO

Make sure the cable is not damaged from staples, sharp corners, 
or rodents that may have chewed on it.  Contact DEKOR for a 

warranty replacement.

Disconnect the cable in between the splitter of the light you 
removed and the splitter of the next light down the run. You 

should be working from the end of the run towards the 
transformer.

Go to page 18

Note:
When troubleshooting plug n play 
wiring systems always check the 

female connections of the light(s) 
and splitter(s) for bent pins, and 
the flat sides of both connectors 

match up when making the 
connection.
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Plug n Play Wiring and Connectors Troubleshooting Continued

Continued from page 17

Are the lights still blinking or not working? NOYES

Go to the next light down the run moving towards the transformer. 
Repeat the steps form page 17. Repeat pages 16, 17, and above for 

multiple light runs. Once the issue has been found replace any 
defective parts and reconnect all cables, splitters and lights. Caution: 
Again when reconnecting the splitters, cables, and lights check that 
the femal end of the light(s) and splitter(s) pins are not bent. When 
making the connection make sure the flat sides of the connectors 

match.

Make sure the cable is not damaged from 
staples, sharp corners, or rodents that may 

have chewed on it.  Contact DEKOR for a 
warranty replacement.

FINISH
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Plug n Play Paver Dot System Troubleshooting 

START HERE

The below steps are for a typical plug n play
system. These steps will help with the following issues; Lights do not come on 

at all, lights are blinking, and some lights are dim. If individual lights are not 
working go to page 3. If you are unsure of what system type you have contact 

DEKOR.

Has the DEKOR transformer 
been verified working?

NO

YES

Go to page 4

Has the transformer capacity 
been calculated to work with 

the total amount of lights 
connected to it?

NO

Visit the following link 
http://www.dekorlightin

g.com/assets/led-
transformer-

calculator.html or 
contact DEKOR.

YES

Are any other light brands 
connected to the DEKOR 

transformer?
YES

Disconnect those lights 
and consider purchasing 
a transformer from the 

respective brand as 
DEKOR transformer are 

not tested or 
guaranteed to work with 

other lighting brands.
NO

Go to page 20
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Plug n Play Paver Dot System Troubleshooting 

START HERE

Begin by plugging the light run directly into the transformer (do not connect 
any dimmers at this time). If you have multiple light runs splitting off from 
the transformer connect only one run at a time. For a multiple light system 
repeat the steps below until the issue is found. With the light run plugged in 
to the transformer, plug the transformer directly into the wall outlet. Make 
sure the wall outlet has been verified working with a receptacle tester or 
household lamp. Whether the lights are blinking or do not turn on at all the 
steps below will help locate the issue.  Note splitters are not used as the 
light has a double or triple female connection.

Disconnect the first light in the run from the rest of the light run. 

Does the light turn on?YE NO

Contact DEKOR for 
a replacement 

Reconnect the light run back to the first light. Caution 
make sure the pins in the female end are not bent. Make 

sure the flat end of both connectors matches when 
reconnecting.

Does the light blink? YE

NO

Go to page 21
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Plug n Play Paver Dot System Troubleshooting 

Continued from page 20

Are the lights still blinking or not working? NOYES

FINISH

Are the lights still blinking or not working?YES NO

Contact DEKOR 
for a 

replacement 
light

Disconnect the connecting cable from that light and 
the next light down the run. You should be working 
form the end of the run towards the transformer.

Are the lights still blinking or not working?YES NO

Make sure the cable is not damaged from staples, sharp corners, 
or rodents that may have chewed on it.  Contact DEKOR for a 

warranty replacement.

Repeat the steps above working from the last light in the run to the first 
light in the run. Repeat the steps above  for each light run one at a time. 

Once the issue has been found replace any defective parts. Caution: Again 
when reconnecting the splitters, cables, and lights check that the female 

end of the light(s) and splitter(s) pins are not bent. When making the 
connection make sure the flat sides of the connectors match.

FINISH

Note:
When troubleshooting plug n play wiring systems always check 

the female connections of the light(s) and splitter(s) for bent 
pins, and the flat sides of both connectors match up when 
making the connection. Go to the end of the light run and 

disconnect the light from the connecting cable.
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